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Abstract
We give several equivalent condition for Busby extensions of a given algebra to be absorbing, consid-
erably improving our earlier results [G.A. Elliott, D. Kucerovsky, An abstract Brown–Douglas–Fillmore
absorption theorem, Pacific J. Math. 198 (2001) 385–409], and establish sufficient conditions for Fredholm
triples to be absorbing in a suitable sense. As an application of one of our criteria, we prove a multivariable
Brown–Douglas–Fillmore type theorem.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and background
We study the problem of simplifying the standard equivalence relation on KK-theory. The
theorems obtained are applicable to a class of algebra that includes many real rank zero algebras,
purely infinite algebras (simple or not), and many type I C∗-algebras. In hopes of making this
paper somewhat self-contained, we shall include background material on KK-theory [10,11].
Since we make fundamental use of a purely large condition that was originally phrased in terms
of the generalized Brown–Douglas–Fillmore group of extensions, Ext(A,B), we shall initially
work in this setting; however, we later consider the case of Fredholm triples, in particular the class
we term absorbing triples. The paper is organized as follows. In the first two sections we give
definitions and establish some equivalent forms for the purely large property. In the third section,
we give lemmas and technical results of various sorts. In Section 5 we establish a topological
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396 D. Kucerovsky / Journal of Functional Analysis 236 (2006) 395–408formulation of an absorption criterion that leads to a multivariable Brown–Douglas–Fillmore
theorem in Section 6. In Section 7 we apply the techniques we have built up to the case of
Fredholm triples, giving a nice sufficient condition for a triple to be absorbing.
2. Preliminaries
As pointed out by Kasparov [11], the Ext group can be defined as equivalence classes of ab-
sorbing extensions under unitary equivalence by multiplier unitaries, but on the other hand, it
is often convenient to work with lifted Busby maps [5]. Thus, we define an extension to be an
injective completely positive map into the multipliers which becomes a homomorphism when
composed with the canonical map into the corona. The equivalence relation we consider is uni-
tary equivalence by multiplier unitaries modulo the ideal. In order to effectively apply this model
of Kasparov’s group KK1 to concrete problems, one needs to be able to decide which extensions
are absorbing. Before giving a relevant criterion, for the reader’s convenience we recall several
definitions:
Definition. Let B be a σ -unital, nuclear, and stable C∗-algebra. Let A be a separable C∗-algebra.
(i) An extension τ :A →M(B) is said to be full if π ◦ τ :A →M(B)/B intersects no nontriv-
ial ideal of the corona. Thus, π(τ(C∗(a))) ∩ I = {0} for all proper ideals I of the corona,
and all positive a ∈ A.
(ii) An extension τ :A →M(B) is said to be trivial if it is a homomorphism (rather than just a
completely positive map).
(iii) An extension τ :A →M(B) is said to be essential if the map π ◦ τ has no kernel.
(iv) An extension τ :A →M(B) is said to be unital if A is unital and τ maps the unit of A to
the unit of the multipliers. Otherwise, the extension is said to be nonunital.
(v) An extension τ is weakly nuclear if the maps a → bτ(a)b∗ are nuclear for every b in B . For
an extension to be weakly nuclear, it is sufficient that either A or B is a nuclear C∗-algebra.
(vi) The BDF sum [4] of two extensions τ and φ is the extension v1τv∗1 + v2φv∗2 where v1 and
v2 are the generators of some given copy of O2 in the multipliers (such a copy exists if B is
stable, and is unique up to unitary equivalence).
(vii) A weakly nuclear extension π is said to be absorbing if the BDF sum of π with a weakly
nuclear trivial extension φ is approximately unitarily equivalent to π , whenever φ and π are
either both unital, or both nonunital.
We notice that fullness, as defined above, is an extremely strong condition. However, unital
extensions τ :A →M(B) of simple (unital) C∗-algebras A are necessarily full, as are absorbing
extensions.
3. C∗-algebraic absorption criteria
Recalling [5] that an extension τ :A → M(B) can equivalently be given as a (semisplit)
short exact sequence 0 → B → C → A → 0, we say that an extension is purely large if the
extension algebra C has the property that, for every positive element c ∈ C+, either c is in B , or
else the hereditary subalgebra cBc contains a stable subalgebra that generates B as an ideal. This
definition is motivated by the following theorem [6], which is, in fact, the first of our C∗-algebraic
absorption criteria. The importance of the theorem is that it shows (in the spirit of index theory!)
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specific algebraic property in question is the somewhat technical-sounding purely large property
that we have just defined, but we will shortly come up with nicer criteria.
Theorem 3.1. Let A and B be separable C∗-algebras, with B stable. Let 0 → B → C → A → 0
be an essential (unital) extension with weakly nuclear splitting map (a completely positive map
s :A → C such that a → bs(a)b∗ is nuclear for each b ∈ B). Then the following are equivalent:
(i) The extension absorbs all trivial weakly nuclear (unital) extensions.
(ii) The extension is purely large.
(iii) The extension algebra has the approximation property that, for every c ∈ C+ that is not zero
in C/B , and every positive b in B , there is an element r ∈ B making the norm of b − rcr∗
arbitrarily small. Moreover, the element r can be assumed to be in the unit ball if b and c/B
are of norm one.
It is a corollary of the above theorem that an extension τ :A →M(B) is absorbing if and
only if its restrictions to subalgebras C∗(a), with a ∈ A+, are. In the main application of the
theorem, it is customary to assume that the absorbing extension and the absorbed extension are
unital or nonunital together. This stems from the observation that the BDF sum of a unital and a
nonunital extension is never unital, so that a unital extension therefore cannot absorb a nonunital
extension. It is not hard to check that, although this is not important in BDF theory, a non-
unital absorbing extension in fact absorbs a unital extension, and it is not even necessary for the
absorbed extension to be essential (the absorbing extension must, however, be essential).
Definition. We say that an algebra B is an absorbing algebra if every full weakly nuclear exten-
sion of B by a separable algebra A is absorbing.
Of course, K and O2 ⊗K are the canonical examples of absorbing algebras [6]. In addition,
many real rank zero algebras, all purely infinite stable algebras (simple or not) [21], and many
type I C∗-algebras [17] are absorbing.
We now prove a pleasantly geometrical if and only if criterion for absorption, phrased in terms
of a weak form of Fredholmness for full projections. We also obtain several alternative forms of
the criterion.
Theorem 3.2. Let B be a stable and separable C∗-algebra. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) B is an absorbing algebra.
(ii) All full multiplier projections in M(B) have quasi-invertible image in the corona.
(iii) All full multiplier projections are properly infinite.
(iv) All full corona projections are quasi-invertible.
(v) All full corona projections are properly infinite.
(vi) All full multiplier projections majorize, in the corona, a corona projection equivalent to 1.
In the statement of the above theorem, a projection is said to be full if the ideal it generates is
the whole algebra. A projection P is said to be quasi-invertible if there exists an element x such
that xPx∗ = 1.
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apply it to the study of Rørdam’s group KL1(A,B). We notice that the theorem suggests that
absorption can be characterized solely in terms of the image in the corona of an extension—this
was, however, already pointed out in [6].
The proof is deferred to page 400, as we need to establish a few lemmas and propositions first.
Remark 3.3. Since the canonical ideal is stable, quasi-invertibility in the multipliers is equivalent
to quasi-invertibility in the corona. To see this, suppose that for some corona element c, we have
1 = rcr ′ for some r . Then, lifting c to any full element c˜ in the multipliers, we have r˜ c˜r˜ ′ = 1 + b
for some element b of the ideal. But since the ideal is stable, we can find an isometry v such that
v∗bv is small in norm, implying that v∗r˜ c˜r˜ ′v is invertible. In fact, by the same type of argument,
if an extension is full in the sense of Definition 2, then elements of the extension algebra that are
not in the canonical ideal are in fact full in the multipliers.
Remark 3.4. It follows from the theorem that an algebra B is absorbing if and only if every
nonunital full extension of C by B is absorbing.
We point out that an early version of part (ii) of this theorem motivated the corona factoriza-
tion condition proposed in a preprint [13], and several conference talks, as part of a strategy for
studying ideal-related absorption:
Definition. A stable σ -unital C∗-algebra B has the corona factorization property if, for every
positive c in M(B)+, either of the following equivalent conditions hold:
(i) there is an r in M(BcB)/BcB such that rcr∗ = 1 in M(BcB)/BcB , and
(ii) there is an r in M(BcB) such that rcr∗ = 1 in M(BcB).
(The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from the fact that ideals in a stable C∗-algebra are
stable, allowing a cut-down by a suitable isometry as in the above remark.)
The corona factorization condition refined by means of a spectral condition is used in [14] to
study ideal-related absorption.
4. Lemmas and technical results
We of course need to use several properties of purely large algebras in proving Theorem 3.2.
The most important is our abstract Weyl–von Neumann type theorem:
Lemma 4.1. [6] Let B be a separable stable C∗-algebra. Let C be a separable subalgebra of
M(B), containing B and 1M(B) and having the purely large property with respect to B . Let
φ :C →M(B) be a completely positive weakly nuclear map which is zero on B . Then there
exists a sequence (vn) of isometries such that, for each c ∈ C, the expression φ(c) − v∗ncvn is
in B , and goes to zero in norm as n → ∞.
Remark 4.2. In view of the condition on units, it is useful to note that the unitization of a purely
large algebra is purely large. More precisely, if the image of C in the corona is not already unital,
then one of the arguments in [6] shows that C + 1M(B) is purely large. The idea is the following.
Given that for all positive c ∈ C −B , the hereditary subalgebra cBc contains a stable full (in B)
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not unital, there exists c′ ∈ C such that c′(1 + c) is in C but not in B , so that (1 + c)c′Bc′(1 + c)
contains a full stable subalgebra. But this then gives a full stable subalgebra of the larger algebra
(1 + c)B(1 + c). This, in fact, is exactly how the nonunital version of the main result of [6] is
derived from the easier unital case.
The second major theorem that we need is the Kasparov stabilization theorem [10], one of
the fundamental tools of Kasparov’s KK-theory [11], which will here be used to “diagonalize” a
singly generated hereditary subalgebra of a stable algebra. One form of the Kasparov stabilization
theorem is as follows.
Theorem 4.3. [19] Let E be a Hilbert B-module that is countably generated in M(E). If we
denote the standard Hilbert B-module by HB , then E ⊕HB is unitarily equivalent to HB.
In the statement of the theorem, a Hilbert module E is said to be countably generated in
M(E) if there is a sequence of multipliers (mi) ⊆M(E) such that the elements {mib: b ∈ B}
span a dense submodule of E. This definition generalizes Kasparov’s, since the generators mi do
not need to be in the module E. It is likely that the assumption of σ -uniticity can be removed in
the next theorem.
Theorem 4.4. Let B be stable and σ -unital. A hereditary subalgebra, B∗, generated by an
element  of the multipliers M(B) is isomorphic to a hereditary subalgebra generated by a
multiplier projection, P . If  is not contained in a proper ideal of the multipliers, then neither
is P .
Proof. The closed right ideal E := B is, if we take B to act in the natural way from the right,
a Hilbert B-module with inner product 〈a, b〉 := a∗b, and is countably generated (in the general-
ized sense described above) with generators (1/n)∞n=1. Thus, by the above form of the Kasparov
stabilization theorem (Theorem 4.3), there is a unitary U in L(E ⊕HB,HB) implementing an
isomorphism of E ⊕HB and HB .
Let P be the projection of E ⊕HB onto the first factor, E. The projection T := UPU∗ ∈
L(HB) has image isomorphic (by a unitary equivalence) to E, and thus by the definition of the
compact operators on a Hilbert module,
K(THB) ∼=K(B).
Now, however, recalling the definition of the compact operators on a Hilbert module, we see that
K(B) is generated by elements of the form b1b∗2∗, where the bi are in B . Hence (up to unitary
equivalence), TK(HB)T ∼= B∗. However, T is inL(HB) =M(B⊗K), andK(HB) = B⊗K,
which thus completes the proof of the first part of the lemma since B is stable. For the fullness
claimed in the last part of the theorem, notice that if we write L(E⊕HB,HB)PL(HB,E⊕HB)
as a formal two-by-two matrix, and consider the lower right-hand corner, we are to show that
L(B,HB)L(HB, B) is dense in L(HB). However,
L(B,HB)L(HB, B) = L(B,HB)∗L(HB,B)
= L(B,HB)L(B)∗L(B)L(HB,B)
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which is equal to L(HB) if B is stable and σ -unital. 
Corollary 4.5. If D is a hereditary σ -unital subalgebra of the σ -unital stable algebra B , then
M(D) can be identified with a corner inside M(B).
Last, we recall the definition of properly infinite positive elements [12].
Definition. A positive element P in a C∗-algebra C is said to be properly infinite if P ⊕ P  P
in M2(C), where a  b means that rnbr∗n → a in norm for some sequence (rn).
The main fact that we need about such elements is the following well-known result, due to
J. Cuntz in the simple case, with generalizations by M. Rørdam (and possibly others).
Lemma 4.6. A full properly infinite projection P has the property that xPx∗ = 1 for some ele-
ment x.
The lemma is established by noticing that if rnbr∗n → 1 then rnbr∗n is invertible for some
sufficiently large n.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. We now show that (i) implies (ii). Thus, we assume that all weakly
nuclear full extensions are absorbing, and prove quasi-invertibility. If P is a full multiplier pro-
jection, then if π(P ) is equal to 1 in the corona, we can readily show, using Remark 3.3, that
P is quasi-invertible in the multipliers. We now have the case where P is not equal to 1 in
the corona. The algebra C∗(1,P ,B) can be regarded as the extension algebra of some trivial
full extension. Since this extension is absorbing by hypothesis (and is weakly nuclear because
the quotient algebra is abelian, hence nuclear), the algebra C := C∗(1,P ,B) is purely large.
If Q = 1 is a multiplier projection equivalent to 1M(B), there is an obvious homomorphism
δ :C∗(1,π(P )) → C∗(1,Q). We can thus regard δ as a homomorphism from C∗(1,π(P )) into
the multipliers. The unital map δ◦π :C →M(B) satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 4.1, so there
are isometries (vn) such that δ ◦ π(c) − v∗ncvn is in the canonical ideal B and, moreover, goes
to zero pointwise as n → ∞. In particular, Q − v∗nPvn can be made arbitrarily small in norm.
Since Q = WW ∗ for some multiplier isometry W , it follows that 1 − W ∗v∗nPvnW is small in
norm, implying that W ∗v∗nPvnW is invertible. This finishes the proof that (i) implies (ii).
We now show that (ii) implies (i).
By Theorem 3.1 it is sufficient to show that cBc contains a stable full subalgebra for all posi-
tive full multiplier elements c ∈M(B). By Theorem 4.4, it is sufficient to show this for the case
where c is a full projection in the multipliers. By hypothesis, the projection c is quasi-invertible,
so that 1 = x∗cx, implying that cx is an isometry. But this isometry gives a homomorphism
Ad(cx) :B → cBc, and the image of the homomorphism is the desired stable full subalgebra.
The equivalence with the other conditions listed is straighforward, using Lemma 4.6 and Re-
mark 3.3. 
5. An enveloping algebra criterion for absorption
In this section we give a completely different set of absorption criteria, applicable to single
extensions rather than to the set of all full extensions. We shall find that every positive element of
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dimensional abelian subalgebra that we denote W . This has highly interesting consequences for
the functional calculus, leading us to a multivariable functional calculus problem that we solve
by means of a multivariable BDF-type theorem.
We shall need the following topological result, characterizing the Stone– ˇCech corona of the
positive integers.
Theorem 5.1. (Parovicˇenko [18,22]) A totally disconnected compact F-space without isolated
points, having weight ℵ1, and such that every zero-set is a regular closed set, is homeomorphic
to β(N)/N. Moreover, β(N)/N maps onto every compact space that has weight at most ℵ1.
In this section, we specialize to stably unital separable algebras. By Brown’s theorem [3],
a separable algebra is stably unital if and only if the stabilization contains a full projection. We
may as well, therefore, reduce to the case of B⊗K where B is a unital and separable C∗-algebra.
Define a map δ¯ :∞ →M(B ⊗K) by embedding ∞ in the natural way into 1 ⊗M(K) ⊂
M(B ⊗ K). Clearly this is a homomorphism, and composing with the natural quotient map
π :M(B ⊗ K) →M(B ⊗ K)/B ⊗ K, we find that the kernel of π ◦ δ¯ is exactly the space of
sequences converging to zero. Thus we have an injective homomorphism, denoted δ, from ∞/c0
to M(B ⊗K)/B ⊗K.
Noticing that c0 can be thought of as C0(N), where the integers N have the usual discrete
topology, we see that the space of characters of ∞/c0 ∼=M(C0(N))/C0(N) is β(N) \ N, where
β(N) is the Stone– ˇCech compactification of the natural numbers. Hence, by the Gelfand theorem,
δ can be identified with a map from the highly nonseparable algebra C(β(N) \ N) into M(B ⊗
K)/B ⊗K. The map δ¯ maps C(β(N)) into M(B).
Let us henceforth denote the image of δ¯ by W¯ , and the image in the corona by W . Note,
however, that we do not obtain an injective map of β(N) \ N into the multipliers. From the
viewpoint of extension theory, we have an apparently nontrivial Busby map τ :β(N) \ N →
M(B)/B . If we want an essential extension, there does not appear to be any way to make this
extension trivial. (It is, in principle, possible that there is some other construction that does give
a trivial essential extension τ :β(N) \ N →M(B)/B.)
We point out that the usual lifting theorems that convert a Busby map into a completely
positive map into the multipliers all require separability of the source algebra. Therefore, it is
difficult to show that we can represent τ by a completely positive map into the multipliers unless
we restrict to a separable subalgebra of β(N) \ N. We return to the issue of problems arising
from nonseparability later. The next proposition studies the process of restriction to separable
subalgebras. First a lemma (which is actually [7, Exercise 3.2.I]).
Lemma 5.2. An unital abelian C∗-algebra has a countable dense subset if and only if the Gelfand
spectrum has a countable base as a topological space. The algebra has a dense subset of cardi-
nality at most ℵ1 if and only if the Gelfand spectrum has a base of cardinality at most ℵ1.
Proof. Suppose that we are given a dense subset D of C(X), where X is compact and Hausdorff.
We are to show that there is a base of X of cardinality |D|. We claim that the sets B(f ) := {x ∈ X:
|f (x)| < 1}, with f ∈ D, form such a base. Given an open set O, choose a point x ∈O. Since
X is completely regular [8], there is a function s :X → [0,1] that is 0 at x and is 1 outside O.
Approximate 2s within 	 = 1/4 by a function f ∈ D. It follows that B(f ) contains x and is itself
contained in O. It is now clear that the B(f ) do form a base (of cardinality |D|).
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zero set is {x: f (x) > 0} for some function f ) by shrinking the elements of the given base. This
may lower the cardinality of the base, but cannot increase it. Thus, we have a family of functions
supported on basis elements. The finite linear combinations with rational coefficients, and their
finite products, form an algebra that is (by the Stone–Weierstrass theorem) dense in C(X). Since
we only allow multiplication by rationals plus the formation of finite products and sums, the
cardinality of this algebra is bounded by max{ℵ0, |B|}, where B is the base we started with. The
bound on cardinality is obtained by use of Cantor’s result that |A×B|max{|A|, |B|} if one of
the sets A or B is infinite. 
In the next proposition, the restriction to injective Busby maps is necessary. Without injectiv-
ity, counter-examples can be found.
Proposition 5.3. Given a unital abelian algebra A with a dense subset of cardinality at most ℵ1,





C(β(N)) ∼= ∞(N) δ¯−→ M(B ⊗K) → 0
  π
A → C(β(N) \ N) ∼= ∞(N)/c0(N) δ−→ M(B ⊗K)/B ⊗K → 0
The (Busby) map from A toM(B ⊗K)/B ⊗K defined by this diagram is injective, purely large,
and nuclear. It is trivial if and only if the Gelfand spectrum of A has a countable dense subset.
Proof. By the Gelfand theorem and the previous proposition A = C(X) for some compact Haus-
dorff space X with a topological basis of cardinality ℵ1 or less.
First, suppose the extension is trivial. There then is an injective unital homomorphism from A
into the image of δ¯ inM(B⊗K). Composing this injection with δ¯−1, we obtain a unital injection
of A into C(β(N)), which by the Gelfand theorem corresponds to a mapping g of β(N) onto X.
The inverse image g−1(V ) of an open set V of X must intersect N since N is dense in β(N),
showing that g(N) is a countable dense subset of X.
Conversely, if we assume that X has a countable dense subset, this countable dense subset
gives us a continuous mapping h :N → X with dense image in X. Using the fundamental prop-
erty of Stone– ˇCech compactifications to extend h uniquely to a map β(h) :β(N) → X, we see
that the image of β(h) is compact, hence closed, and dense in X. Therefore the image is all of X,
and the pullback of β(h) is thus an injective homomorphism of A into C(β(N)), which we then
compose with δ¯ to obtain (the lifting of) a trivial Busby map. (The map β(h) is unique up to
homeomorphism of β(N).)
This completes the proof for the separable (or trivial) case. We now consider the nonsepara-
ble (or nontrivial) case. By the lemma and by Parovicˇenko’s theorem (Theorem 5.1), the space
β(N)/N maps onto X, so we have a unital injection of A into C(β(N) \ N). (This map is in fact
unique up to homeomorphism of β(N) \N.) Composing with the map δ we have a injective map
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C associated with the constructed Busby map, τ , is by definition the pullback
C −→ A
 τ
M(B ⊗K) π−→ M(B ⊗K)/B ⊗K
Since τ has no kernel, we may as well regard C as being identified with its image inM(B ⊗K),
and then by comparing with the above diagram, we see that the extension algebra is in fact a
subalgebra of the image W¯ of δ¯ in M(B ⊗K).
We notice that the image algebra W is purely large: choosing some positive element (λi) of
∞ that is not in c0, the map δ¯ gives an element of 1⊗B(H) that majorizes some nonzero multiple
of a projection P in the image of δ¯. Since this projection can be taken to be nonzero on infinitely
many λi , it is properly infinite. Thus, P is a properly infinite element of M(B ⊗K), and there
exists x ∈M(B ⊗ K) such that xPx∗ = 1M(B⊗K). Since the given element majorizes P up
to a scalar multiple, we can therefore find y ∈M(B ⊗K) such that yδ¯((λi))y∗ = 1. Therefore
the hereditary subalgebra δ¯((λi))(B ⊗K)δ¯((λi)) contains a subalgebra that is stable and full in
B ⊗ K. Strictly speaking, we must also check the case of perturbation by elements of B ⊗ K,
thus we should show a similar result for (δ¯((λi))+ b)(B ⊗K)(δ¯((λi))+ b) where b ∈ B ⊗K.
But using stability we can easily find, as in Remark 3.3, a y′ such that y′(δ¯((λi)) + b)y′∗ =
1M(B⊗K). 
We now arrive at a very interesting absorption criterion. The criterion will be stated in terms
of “copies of W ,” a term with several possible interpretations, so let us take a few moments to
discuss this before continuing. A copy of W is simply the extension algebra of some (generally
nontrivial) injective and purely large Busby map ∞/c0 →M(B⊗K)/B⊗K. These extensions
have the peculiar property, described in Proposition 5.3, of having separable subalgebras coming
from trivial extensions, without being themselves trivial. We would naturally expect them to
be absorbing, however, we have difficulty even lifting them to completely positive maps into the
multipliers, which would certainly be a necessary first step in showing this. Both the Choi–Effros
and the Haagerup lifting theorems have separability of the source algebra as a hypothesis, and,
moreover, the Elliott–Kucerovsky absorption theorem also requires separability. The work of
Hadwin [9] suggests that fundamental differences between the separable and nonseparable cases
are to be expected. As a result, we must leave open for the moment the quite interesting question
of whether copies of W are unitarily equivalent by multiplier unitaries. In Theorem 6.1 we prove
that this is true if we restrict to finitely generated subalgebras (within given copies of W ), and
this is sufficient for most applications: speaking loosely, one could say that there is a canonical
copy of W after restriction to separable subalgebras.
Corollary 5.4. Let A be a separable unital C∗-algebra and B be the stabilization of a unital
separable C∗-algebra. Let τ :A →M(B)/B be a trivial full extension. Then, τ is absorbing if
and only if for each positive a ∈ A, the algebra τ(C∗(a)) is contained in a copy of W.
Proof. It follows from the basic absorption criterion (Theorem 3.1) that if τ :A →M(B)/B is
absorbing, then any restriction of τ to a subalgebra of A is absorbing. Thus, the restriction of τ to
a subalgebra of the form C∗(a), with a being some positive nonzero element, is absorbing. Being
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and we have proven the “only if” part of the theorem.
We prove the converse direction next, but in greater generality. 
Theorem 5.5. Let A be a separable unital C∗-algebra and B be the stabilization of a unital
separable C∗-algebra. Let τ :A →M(B)/B be a full extension, not necessarily trivial.
Then, τ is absorbing if for each positive a ∈ A, the algebra τ(C∗(a)) is contained in a copy
of W . In this case, the restricted extensions τ(C∗(a)) are necessarily trivial.
Proof. Let us denote the restricted extensions by τa . It follows from Theorem 3.1 that τ is
absorbing if and only if all the τa are.
We first prove that each τa is, in fact, trivial. Choosing some particular τa , the image algebra
D of τa is by hypothesis contained in W ∼= ∞/c0. Since the spectrum of a is some subset of
[0,1], the algebra D is singly generated. Letting g be the generator, we lift it to g¯ in ∞. The
spectrum of g¯ may be larger than that of g by some countable set, but we can find a function
f : (0,1] → (0,1] such that f is the identity map when restricted to the spectrum of g but maps
the spectrum of g¯ to the spectrum of g. Applying this function, we thus have a lifting, ¯¯g, that
is isospectral to g, and then Gelfand’s theorem gives us a splitting of τa . Now, τa is trivial,
with a splitting map s :D →M(B) whose image is in a copy of W¯ . The absorption property
is a property of the image of an extension in the corona. Therefore, τa is absorbing because the
image is contained in a copy of W , or more exactly, is contained in the image of a copy of the
extension of Proposition 5.3. 
We remark that it is quite possible for the restrictions of an extension, as in the above theorem,
to be trivial without the whole extension being trivial. In such a case, we have local splitting
homomorphisms that do not assemble to give a globally defined splitting homomorphism.
Finally, one may inquire if the triviality condition can be dropped from Corollary 5.4.
Corollary 5.6. Let A be a separable unital C∗-algebra and B be the stabilization of a unital sep-
arable bootstrap class C∗-algebra with K1(B) = {0}. Let τ :A →M(B)/B be a full extension.
Then, τ is absorbing if and only if for each positive a ∈ A, the algebra τ(C∗(a)) is contained in
a copy of W.
Proof. Notice the spectrum of a is a closed subset of [0,1]. It follows that K1(C∗(a)) = {0},
and that K0(C∗(a)) is a free abelian group. Thus, by the UCT and the properties of countably
generated abelian groups, we find that KK1(C∗(a),B) is zero, and therefore, the restrictions of
τ are—if absorbing—always trivial extensions. We now have the claimed result by combining
the two previous results. 
In summary, we have shown that:
(i) For trivial extensions τ , absorption is equivalent to τ(C∗(a)) being contained (up to unitary
equivalence) in W .
(ii) For not necessarily trivial extensions, the above condition is still sufficient for absorption,
but may not be necessary unless the K1-group of the canonical ideal is zero.
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K1(B) = {0}, by a less restrictive but more technical KK-theoretic condition on τ .
6. A multivariable Brown–Douglas–Fillmore theorem
The absorption criteria of the previous section may seem at first glance to be of largely the-
oretical interest, but in fact they can be used to construct an extended functional calculus for
suitable elements of the corona, by using properties of zero-dimensional topological spaces to
find elements of the enveloping algebra W having interesting properties. This extended functional
calculus has been partially explored in [15]. As a consequence, the following question arises nat-
urally: given (commuting) elements d1, . . . , dn from one copy of W , and elements v1, . . . , vn
from another copy of W, when is C∗(d1, . . . , dn) unitarily equivalent to C∗(v1, . . . , vn)?
We now proceed to resolve this question, which may be thought of in terms of the multivari-
able functional calculus: characterize unitary equivalence classes of n-tuples from two different
abelian subalgebras. We note that in some cases, W may indeed be a masa.
Thus, suppose that we are given two such n-tuples, (d1, . . . , dn) and (v1, . . . , vn). The algebra
D1 generated by the di is, by Gelfand’s theorem, isomorphic to some C(X) but is not usually
singly generated. Since D1 is contained in some copy of W , and the Gelfand spectrum of W
is totally disconnected, we can approximate each di by a finite sum of projections from W .
Approximating di by an element of this form, we have sin with ‖sin − di‖ < 1/n. The set of
projections (pjin) used to form the sin is a countable family, and the algebra D1 lies in the
algebra generated by these projections. Relabling the countable family as (qm), we notice that by






generates the algebra C∗(pjin). (This argument is based on an idea of von Neumann’s. Compare
[20] and [1].) Denoting the generator by g, we notice that it has countable spectrum. Thus, we
may lift to g¯ in W¯ and apply a function to g¯ to insure isospectrality with g. It follows that
there is, by Gelfand’s theorem, a splitting map s from C∗(pjin) to W¯ ⊂M(B). Restricting the
splitting map to D1, we see that there is a trivial (absorbing) extension τ :C(X) →M(B)/B
with image exactly D1, and similarly for the D2 generated by the vi . We now have a theorem of
Brown–Douglas–Fillmore type, since two trivial absorbing extensions are unitarily equivalent if
and only if the image algebras are isomorphic.
Theorem 6.1. If (ui) and (di) are two tuples of elements of two distinct copies of W , then the
two abelian C∗-subalgebras of the corona, C∗(u1, . . . , un) and C∗(d1, . . . , dm), are unitarily
equivalent by a multiplier unitary if and only if the Gelfand spectra of the two algebras are
isomorphic.
7. Fredholm triples
For the reader’s convenience we first summarize the basic facts about the Fredholm module
picture of KK-theory. Since there are many equivalent ways to define KK1(A,B) in terms of
Fredholm modules, and no one canonical choice, we follow the definition in [2, Section 17.6.4],
involving approximate (ungraded) projections.
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lized ungraded Fredholm cycle in KK1(A,B) is a triple (M(B),φ,F ) where φ is a homomor-
phism from A to M(B), and F ∈M(B) is such that:
(i) (F ∗F − F)φ(a) ∈ B;
(ii) [F,φ(a)] ∈ B; and
(iii) φ(a)(F − F ∗) ∈ B.
A cycle is said to be trivial if the above three expressions are actually zero.
We can summarize the above definition by saying that Fredholm triples are specified by a ho-
momorphism φ and an operator that is an approximate projection: more specifically, an element
of Iφ that becomes a projection in Iφ/Jφ, where
Iφ :=
{
m ∈M(B): [φ(a),m] ∈ B for all a ∈ A},
Jφ :=
{
m ∈M(B): φ(a)m ∈ B for all a ∈ A}.
Sometimes, Fredholm triples in KK1(A,B) are specified by self-adjoint approximate unitaries
instead, but this is equivalent since self-adjoint unitaries map to projections under the map
u → 1 + u/2. For more information on the various pictures of KK-theory, and the interesting
transformations that relate one to the other, see [2].
In some applications, cycles arise which are not stabilized, meaning that M(B) is replaced
by the C∗-algebra of adjointable operators on some given Hilbert B-module, but it can be shown
that under an appropriate definition of equivalence unstabilized cycles are nevertheless always
equivalent to stabilized cycles.
There are a number of apparently quite different equivalence relations on KK1-cycles, and
the one most relevant to our situation is given by “compact” perturbation, addition of degenerate
cycles, and unitary equivalence by multiplier unitaries. (By “compact” perturbation is meant
perturbation of the operator F by elements of Jφ.)
Definition. We say that a Fredholm triple (M(B),φ,F ) is unital if and only φ(1) = 1 + b and
F = 1 + b′ for some b, b′ ∈ B.
Clearly this is an extremely strong property. It is, however, of interest in that it plays a role in
the definition of the absorption property for a Fredholm triple.
Definition. A unital Fredholm triple F := (M(B),φ,F ) is absorbing if F ⊕ T is unitarily
equivalent to F for all unital trivial cycles T . A nonunital Fredholm cycle F is absorbing if it
has this property for all trivial cycles T .
One observes that there is a natural isomorphism
KK1(A,B) → Ext(A,B),
(φ,F ) → π(FφF ∗)
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relation in KK1, meaning equivalence modulo perturbation by Jφ , unitary equivalence, and ad-
dition of stabilized degenerate cycles [2, Section 17.6.4] which may be taken to be unital if the
original cycle is unital [11]. Addition of stabilized degenerate cycles corresponds to the addition
of trivial extensions in Ext, so we see that for absorbing cycles (φ1,F1) and (φ2,F2), we have
that (φ1,F1) ∼cp (φ2,F2) in KK1 if and only if π(F1φ1F ∗1 ) ∼u π(F2φ2F ∗2 ).
We now give an example showing that a cycle can be absorbing even if (1 − F)φ(·)(1 − F)
is small.
Example 7.1. Let φ be the Kasparov GNS representation of A on B: thus, φ :A →M(B ⊗K)
is given by 1 ⊗ π where π is the usual universal representation of A on B(H) ∼=M(K). Then it
follows from Kasparov’s results [11] that (M(B),φ,1) ∈ KK1(A,B) is an absorbing triple. The
complement (M(B),φ,0) is zero. We can elaborate this example somewhat, by letting F = e11
in M2(M(B ⊗K)), and then letting φ be the direct sum of Kasparov’s GNS representation in
the e11 corner and any arbitrary homomorphism in the e22 corner.
It would be desirable, of course, to give elegant necessary and sufficient condition for a
specific triple to be absorbing. This is a hard problem, however, we point out one very pretty
sufficient condition. An operator F ∈M(B) is said to be quasi-Fredholm if it is quasi-invertible
in the corona, or equivalently, if there are x, y ∈M(B) such that xFy = 1 + b for some b ∈ B.
Theorem 7.2. Let B be stable and separable. A Fredholm triple (M(B),φ,F ) ∈ KK1(A,B) is
absorbing if Fφ(a)F ∗ is a quasi-Fredholm operator whenever it is positive.
Proof. Let C be the extension algebra of the associated Busby map a → Fφ(a)F ∗. A positive
element of C not in B is of the form Fφ(a)F ∗ + b for some a ∈ A and b ∈ B , where F is the
given essential projection from the Fredholm triple.
The hypothesis implies that there is r1 and r2 in the corona such that d := Fφ(a)F ∗ satisfies
r1dr2 = 1Q. But then, 1  r1d2r∗1 ‖r2r∗2 ‖, so that there is an r ′ with r ′d2r ′∗ = 1. Lifting r ′ to
r˜ ′ in the multipliers, we have that the original element d + b satisfies r˜ ′(d + b)2r˜ ′∗ = 1 + b0
for some b0 in the canonical ideal, and we can cut down by a isometry obtained from stability,
obtaining v∗r˜ ′(d + b)2r˜ ′∗v = 1 + v∗b0v with the norm of v∗b0v small. Thus, this expression is
invertible, and r ′′(d + b)2r ′′∗ = 1 for some r ′′ in the multipliers. We now have an isometry V :=
(d + b)r ′′∗ that implements an equivalence of VBV ∗ ⊂ (d + b)B(d + b) and B, showing that
(d + b)B(d + b) contains a stable (full) hereditary subalgebra. Thus, the absorption criterion of
Theorem 3.1 holds. Actually, the conclusion of that theorem implicitly has two cases, according
to whether the given extension is unital or not, however, in both cases the hypothesis just involves
existence of stable full hereditary subalgebras as shown above. 
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